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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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Pizza (beef and pepperoni), oven 200 Pizza prep cooler, top: hamburger, sausage, ham 39, 24, 38

Ambient, pizza prep cooler, bottom 38 Pizza prep cooler, bottom: lettuce, burrito mix, cooked egg 41, 42, 43

Ambient, potatoes, sandwich hot hold cabinet 178, 148 Pizza hot hold cabinet: ambient, pizzas 165,154,151,138

Soft serve mix, hopper 38, 35 Open-air deli cooler: ambient salad , turkey wrap 40, 35, 41

Walk-in beer cooler: amb 38 Milk dispenser: ambient, half and half, vanilla cream 32, 38, 42

 NOTE 

3-501.17A

3-501.17A

3-501.17A

 Temperatures, continued, in degrees Fahrenheit:
walk-in freezer, ambient: 0; Ambient, walk-in deli cooler 35; Ambient, walk-in deli freezer 0
Iced coffee dispenser: ambient 38; mix 40, 42
Walk-in deli cooler: ambient 35; ham 36; beef 36
 Steam Table: turkey 173; meatballs 168; pulled pork 167
Sandwich prep table 1: ambient 40; cut tomatoes, top 38
Sandwich prep table 2: ambient 38; salami, top 37; ham, top 38; chicken, bottom 39; taco meat, bottom 38
Oven: hamburger 208; pizza bites 212; shrimp 207; chicken 201; Chicken, deep fryer 201

Foods held in the bottom of the pizza prep cooler were either labeled with the incorrect disposal date, or
lacked a disposal date. Potentially hazardous food that is held for more than 24 hours, and that is either
opened from a commercial package or prepared on site, shall be labeled with the date of disposition, which is
the date of opening or preparing, plus an additional six days (seven days total). Please label with the correct
disposition date. CORRECTED ON SITE by correctly labeling foods.

The ice coffee mix in the dispenser and the creamers in the milk dispenser were labeled with 8-day
disposal dates. Please label with a 7-day disposal date, beginning with the day that it is placed in the
dispenser (the day of opening plus an additional six days). CORRECTED ON SITE by correctly labeling

Several containers of food held in the bottom of the sandwich prep table were opened with the date of
opening, but not the date of disposal. Potentially hazardous food that is held for more than 24 hours shall be
labeled with the disposal date, which is the day of opening or preparing, plus an additional six days (seven
days total). Please label with the date of disposition. CORRECTED ON SITE by correctly labeling
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6-501.18

5-205.15B

6-501.12A

4-601.11C

6-501.14A

3-304.12F

4-901.11B

Accumulation of grease and debris was observed in the faucets, handles, and vat of the sink next to the
pizza prep table. Sinks shall be clean. Please clean as often as needed to keep clean.

The cold water was turned off at the sink by the pizza prep table. When turned on, the faucet dripped.
Plumbing shall be maintained in good condition, and sinks shall be equipped with hot and cold water. Please
have the faucet repaired and have cold water available when the handle is turned on.

Accumulation of debris observed on the drain pipe beneath the sink by the pizza prep table. Please clean
as often as needed to keep clean.

Accumulation of debris on the lid of the container holding single-use items stored on the shelf below the
sink next to the pizza prep table. Please clean lid.

Accumulation of debris observed on the base, grates, and motor housing of the floor fan stored by the
handwashing sink near the 3-vat sink. Ventilation systems shall be kept clean. Please clean.

Knives were stored in sanitizer water at 84F on the sandwich prep counter. In-utensils shall be stored in
water that is kept at 135F or higher or on a surface that is washed, rinsed, and sanitized at least every four
hours. Please store in-use knives correctly, and wash, rinse, and sanitize knives and storage container a
minimum of every four hours. CORRECTED ON SITE by storing in-use knives on a sanitized surface.

A wiping cloth was used to dry the blades of knives before using to cut sandwiches. The knives were
stored in sanitizer between uses. Utensils shall not be dried with cloth towels. CORRECTED ON SITE by
using single-use, disposable paper towels to wipe debris off blades between uses.
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2-301.14H

2-401.11A

Employee was observed putting on fresh single-use gloves without washing her hands. Hands shall be
washed before putting on gloves. Please ensure employees know when to wash hands. CORRECTED ON
SITE by discussion with employee and manager, and employee washing hands.

Employee was observed eating in the pizza prep area. Employees shall eat, drink, and use tobacco only
in designated areas where food, clean equipment, single-use items, and clean linens cannot be
contaminated. Please designated an area for employees to eat that is not in the food prep or storage areas.
CORRECTED ON SITE by discussion of rule with manager
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4-903.11A

3-304.13

A cutting board was stored propped behind the faucet of the prep sink in the sandwich prep area. Clean
equipment shall be stored where they are protected from contamination from splash. Please store cutting
board in a protected location. CORRECTED ON SITE by moving board in protected area

Containers holding sandwich dressings were stored with the open end down in the sandwich prep
cooler. The open ends rested on a cloth towel. Food may not be stored in contact with cloth. Please
remove cloth and keep shelf clean and sanitized. CORRECTED ON SITE by removing cloth towel
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